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1. Introduction 
In this paper we prove the consistency of a fragment S of set theory using a 
small amount of arithmetic and transfinite induction along a primitive recursive 
well ordering of the natural numbers which we specify in the next section. 
S is Kripke-Platek set theory extended by the inaccessibility scheme. Kripke- 
Platek set theory is defined by Barwise in [2]. The inaccessibility scheme is the 
axiom: 
Vx (ord(x+) A (ord(x) + x E x+)) 
(where + is a new function symbol and ord(x) expresses that x is an ordinal) 
together with all instances of the collection scheme: Vx coll(~p)~‘“” where cp is a 
formula containing no unbounded quantifiers. (coll(cp) abbreviates: Vu E ‘u 
3ycp(u, y) +3.z Vu EV 3y E zcp(u, y) where z does not occur free in cp(u, y). 
For cy an ordinal, L(a) is the crth level of Gadel’s constructible hierarchy. For any 
formula +, $L(uj 1s the relativization of 4 to L.(a) obtained by restricting all free 
and bound variables of I,!I to L(a).) In addition to the transfinite induction 
principle mentioned above, we assume that our metatheory can represent the 
recursive functions. We also assume that the ordinal (notation) valued recursive 
functions of our metatheory are controlled- a concept which is explained in 
Section 3. (Intuitively, if K is a notation for a regular cardinal, and if f is defined 
on the notations below K, then assuming f is controlled will insure the existence of 
an ordinal notation below K which bounds the values of f.) 
To obtain our consistency result we interpret S into a fragment of infinitary 
logic (Section 4) and apply a cut elimination argument adapted from Tait [17] 
(Section 5). We work semi-formally in these sections and discuss the formalization 
in our metatheory in Section 6. 
It should be pointed out that we can interpret a significant amount of second- 
order arithmetic in S (in particular 21 -AC + BI - see [6] for a definition of this 
theory). Currently, this seems to be the strongest natural theory which has been 
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proved consistent by such limited means. Of course Tait gives a reasonably 
constructive consistency proof of 2:: -AC+ BI in [17] (in fact Spector gives a 
consistency proof of CL- AC in [15] which has a constructive flavor), but the 
proof is not sharp enough to pinpoint the primitive recursive well ordering 
mentioned above. (We should add here that apparently G. Jager has indepen- 
dently obtained a result equivalent to ours in [9].) 
There are several reasons why it is valuable to be able to specify the transfinite 
induction principle needed to prove that a given theory is consistent. For example, 
it gives a bound on the provably well founded recursive orderings of the theory 
(see [6] for further details). (This bound turns out to be exact in the case of S 
[lo].) This, in turn, can enable us to give a description of the provably total 
recursive functions of the theory, or, equivalently, to describe a recursive function 
of minimal growth rate which grows too rapidly to be proved total in this theory 
(see [13] for an example of this kind of result). In the future, it may be possible to 
convert this information into independence results for combinatorial statements 
along. the lines of Friedman’s work on Kruskal’s theorem (see [14] for a descrip- 
tion of this work). Finally, there may be a philosophical point if we can argue that 
an instance of transfinite induction along a particular well ordering is more 
appealing to the intuition than the consistency of our theory. For example, 
Gentzen attempts to give a kind of psychological justification for transfinite 
induction along Ed which cannot be given for the consistency of Peano’s arithmetic 
[71. 
The author wishes to thank Leo Harrington for his guidance on earlier versions 
of this paper as well as the referee for his/her help on later versions. 
2. ordinal notations 
Let OR denote the class of ordinals, and let A denote the first weakly 
inaccessible cardinal. 
Deiinition. .q, = the least a! E OR such that 
(i) p<a+~a<a, and 
(ii) 0 <(Y. 
For y E OR, E, = the least a! E OR such that 
(i) p <cwjo@ <a, and 
(ii) 6<yj~<(~. 
It is easy to see that cy s E,, and in particular, A = Ed. Thus, e*+r is the least 
ordinal of the form E, which is larger than A. 
In this section we define a countable cofinal subset 6 of &A+1 (here we are 
following the practice of identifying an ordinal with its set of predecessors). Of 
course 0 0 A will not be cofinal in A since A is regular. 6 will be defined as the 
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set of ordinals which can be represented by a term inductively generated accord- 
ing to certain rules of term formation from a given finite collection of function 
symbols. The representation will be unique, and an effective well ordering of the 
terms will be given which agrees with the usual ordering of the ordinals which 
they represent. We make the above notion of effectiveness precise by coding our 
terms by natural numbers and showing that the images of the relevant relations 
under the coding function are primitive recursive. This also implies that the 
ordertype of our well ordering is less than mtk, and so our 6 should not be 
confused with Kleene’s 6. 
The purpose of 0 is to provide an effective well ordering such that the principal 
of transfinite induction on 6 yields a cut elimination argument for the theory S. 
Thus, 0 plays the same role for S that the Cantor polynomial notations for 
ordinals below c0 play in Gentzen’s cut elimination argument for Peano Arithme- 
tic [S]. 
The definition of 6 extends one first given by Feferman [S] and Weyhrauch 
[18], generalized by Aczel [l], simplified by Bridge [3], and constructivized by 
Buchholz [4]. 
We begin with an informal description of 0 followed by a definition which is 
parasitic on the ordinals below E ,,+i and is therefore non-constructive. Subse- 
quently, we will relieve this dependence to obtain the desired effective definition. 
C9 will be a disjoint union of three types of ordinals: sums (Y), cardinals (%), and 
exponents (8). If (Y ~9, then cy =(Y~+(Y~+*. -+a, where (Y~>(Y~z=* * .>cY,, and 
aiE~U~fori~~.IfaEd,thena=WPforsomep~(Y;but,bydefinition,cw.~V. 
cy E V has the obvious meaning except that we do not include any countable 
cardinals in V except for 0. Thus; 0, wi, w2,. . . are the first members of VZ. A is 
the last member of V. Let us define G to be the largest cardinal K such that K <a, 
and (Y+ to be the least cardinal K such that CY < K for o1 i CY <A. If we depart 
from practice by defining Z = 0 and CY +=w, for a<w, and c?=a+=A for a2A, 
we can write (Y EO*CY+, 6 E%. 
Geometrically, 0 can be pictured as a countable collection of countable, 
disjoint, half-open intervals of ordinals of the form [a,, (YJ all having the same 
order type. The first such interval is precisely the countable ordinals of 6. If K E $7, 
then K will be an initial (left-most) member of one of the above intervals. Also, if 
(Y and p are initial members of two of the above intervals, and cy # 0, then (Y + p 
and ooL will be an initial member of a third interval. 
Similarly, %? fl A can be pictured as a countable collection of countable, disjoint, 
half-open intervals of cardinals of the form [KO, K1) all having the same order type. 
Clearly sup V rl A <A. 
For our first definition of 6 we need to define two families of functions: 
g,:A+A for a<~,,+~, 
and 
0,:A -+A for cy<A. 
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Additionally, 0,(p) will only be defined if 6 is sufficiently large. Also 6,(p) = 6. 
Members of 8 will be ordinals of the form 6,(p), and members of %fIA will be 
ordinals of the form L(P)_ The definitions of g, and 0, are given by induction on 
(Y, and they will require the simultaneous definition of several auxiliary notions 
which have significance beyond their roles in the definitions of g, and 0,. One 
such notion is the set SP,(p) c E~+~ for (Y, /3 < .s*+r. We call SP,(p) the support 
set of a! relative to p. Roughly, 0 is an initial segment of SP,(@), and SP,(p) is 
closed under the functions g, and 0, for y <a. 
Earlier, we mentioned that 6, : A + A would be defined for (Y CA ; our first 
definition makes an exception for OL = 0: 
De6nition 1. For 01 <eAtI, if a! = ga, then for all n <o eO(ol + n) = ~OL+“+l. 
Otherwise e&j = ~0~. Thus, 8,: E~+~ + EA+l. 
Deli&ion 2. The elementary ordinals relative to (Y is the smallest set of ordinals 
E(a) E E*+~ satisfying: 
(i) (0, A} U cx G E(a), 
(ii) P E E(a)+ 6,(P) E E(a), and 
(iii) PI, P2, . . .,&,EE((Y) such that pr”&~***~& and Visn[(&Ca), or 
(&=A), or 3r (Pi=e,(y>>l, then &+Pz+- * *+P,,EE(~). 
Let (0,) for 01 <A be the usual enumeration of the cardinals below A, we 
simultaneously define g, and the sets ‘%-CT(o) c_ A by induction on (Y < E~+~: 
Definition 3. (A) For (Y <A, if o, = CX, then for all 12 <w, g,(a! + n) = o,+,,+~. 
Otherwise, go(a) = 0,. 
(B) K is an o-critical cardinal (K E’%-Cr(a)) if 
(i) O<K<A, and 
(ii) CYEE(K) and p~E(K)ncx+K is closed under gB (i.e., r<K+ge(y)<K). 
(C) Let f enumerate %-Cr(cw). For p <A if f(P) = & then for all n co, 
&(,(p + n) = f(@ + n + 1). Otherwise, ~(0) = f(P). 
Next, we define Spa(P), Crb), CL(~), e,, %m(P), C(P), and 9aW for P < Q+~ 
simultaneously by induction on a! <A: 
De6nition 4. (A) SP,(p)=U,SP,(p)“=V,(p)U~~(p)UY,(p) also, %‘,(p)= 
u, K%(P)“, 67(P) = u, %(pY, s9,(P) = u, ya(pY, and SP, (P)” = 
8, (p)” U V,(p)” U Sp, (p)“. We proceed by induction on n : 
CcW”={O, A) U P, 
S,(P)” = P = 9p,tP)o, 
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vi~mPiE~~(p)nU~~(p)n}, 
%a(p)n+l = km I YP 6 E SPm(P)“, and S <A, and y E E(a)}, 
i&(pyl= {%(a I x 6 E SPa(W, and y<cr, and y#Ojs<A}. 
(B) Cr(a) = {P 1 a E SP,(p) and SP,(fi) rl 0’ = 8) (call these the a-critical ordi- 
nals). 
(C) I = inf Cr(a). 
(D) Let f be the order isomorphism from (0 ( (3 aCL(a)} into Cr(cz). 
Then if f(P) = 0, for all II <o we set t9,(/3 + n) = f(@ + n + 1). Otherwise 0,(p) = 
f(P)- 
Amongst these definitions we would like to define SP,(p) for A GCY =GE~+~. 
Definition 5. For A =G (Y < E~+~ let 
SP,(P) = u SP,(P)“, 
SP, (P)” =&(a)- u g;(p)” u Y;(p)n. 
For n = 0 :%A(@)‘= Cm(p)‘, 8;(@)‘= 8U(p)o, and .YYJ&~)~ = zY~(P)‘. 
W/3)“” = {g,(a) 1 Y, 6 E SP,W”, 6 <A and Y <aI 
(i.e. not y E E(a)). 
i?Y;(p)“+l= {~,(~)~~,SESP,(P)“,~<A, and r#Ws<AI 
(i.e. not y <(Y thus eliminating the necessity to define 13,). 
Finally, we come to: 
Definition 6. 
6 = SP,,+,(O), v = q++,(O), 
8 = %,+JO), 9 = Yd*+JO). 
Clearly 6 = ‘42 U 8 U 9’ and ‘32, 8, 9’ are mutually disjoint. 
Before going on to our claims we observe that extensions of 0 to much larger 
systems are easily accomplished by introducing a function h which enumerates the 
inaccessible cardinals below the first hyper-inaccessible and uses these notations 
to generate new cardinals below A. Still longer systems are obtained by generating 
notations for Mahlos, hyper-Mahlos, etc. -we use these to generate new inacces- 
sibles below the first Mahlo, these to generate new cardinals below A, and, 
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ultimately, use these to generate new ordinals below ol. We have focused on 6 
because of its relative simplicity and its relevance for analyzing S. 
By definition, each (Y E 0 can be represented by a term built up from the 
function symbols 0, A, +, 0, and g. Our first three claims will prove that this 
representation is unique. 
Proof. We prove the non-trivial direction only. Assume that f&,(&) = &_(p2). If 
cxl = (Ye, then our assumption plus Definition 4(D) implies that p1 = &. So we 
assume that (Ye < a2 and derive a contradiction. 
Clearly & < 8a,(&) since Definition 4(D) implies that f& is strictly increasing. 
Therefore, /31<0,,(p2) and so pl~ SP,(O,,(p,)) by Definition 4(A). 0,,(&)~ 
Cr(a,) by Definition 4(D); so by Definition 4(B) al~SP,,(B,,(P,)). Hence, (Y~E 
SP,l(0,2(p2)). Clearly, cyl <CY, implies that (Ye E SP,,(&Jp,)) and so, by Definition 
4(A), %,(P,) E SP&&(B2)). BY Definition 4(B), SP&L2(P2)) n %2(P2)+ = %,&) 
so our previous sentence implies that L&(/3& < e,,(&) - a contradiction. 0 
Proof. We prove the non-trivial direction only. Assume G,(&) = g,_(p2). If 
a1=a2, then our assumption plus Definition 3(C) implies that & = p2. So we 
assume that a1 < cx2 and derive a contradiction. 
&,(p,) E%‘-Cr(cll,) by Definition 3(C); so by Definition 3(B), we have that 
al~E(g_l(P,)) and therefore (Y~EE(~_(P~)). By Definition 3(C), &, is strictly 
increasing so pl< &,(&) hence & < gaz(p2)_ Finally, by Definition 3(B), since 
a,<(~~ we have (Y~ E E(0,2(p2)) n a2; and so g&U < g&32) - a 
contradiction. q 
Proof. We prove the non-trivial direction only. Assume that al+ - . * + a, = 
@I+. . . + &,, and let r G min{m, n} be the least integer such that (Y, > & to derive 
a contradiction. 
By Definition 4(A), au,?=*. *?=a,, and PI>* * .a&,,. Also, q, /3i~%‘U8 for 
isn and jsm. Note that if [E%U~ and [1,[2<& then [1+&.(5. Hence 
(Y,>p,z=Prtlz=.* *a& implies that %>p,+Pr+1+* * *+P,; and so 
cK+. * ~+cK,2=cxcw,+*~ .+a,>&+*. * + p, - a contradiction. Therefore, cu, = 0, 
and a,+. *‘+a,=&+* . - + &,, implies that m = n. Cl 
The next task is to devise an effective method for comparing two ordinals in 0 
given their representations as terms built up from 0, A, +, 8, and g. The idea will 
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be to reduce the comparison to the problem of comparing certain ordinals which 
occur as components of these representations. We then proceed by induction on 
the size of terms. To pick out the components of a term which are relevant to the 
size of the ordinal that it represents we define two families of parsing operations 
P, and Pz for K E V. 
De6nition 7. Let Xc OR and CY E OR. We write X< CY to abbreviate VP E 
X(p<cu). We write (Y GX to abbreviate -~(X<cr). 
Definition 8. For K E V and (Y E 6 we define P,(a), P:(a) E 6’ by cases: 
(i) P(*)(O) = P’*‘(A) = fl. 
(ii) FEr cr <K’: P:(a) = fd and P,(cr> = {cz}. 
(iii) For cr 2 K+: 
(a) P~‘((Y, + * 9 -+a )=P’*‘(a,)u* * * u P$ycY”), 
(b) P&(Y))=P.(‘$Y))~P,(B)UP,(Y), 
(4 P%(Y)) = 03 u P:(P) u P:(r), 
(4 P%,(d) = PA (0) U P:(P) UP:(r). 
Observe that P,(a) and P:(a) are always finite subsets of 6. Intuitively, P,(a) 
parses (Y until it reaches components of cardinality less than K+, at which point it 
collects these components into a finite set; P:(a) parses (Y until it reaches 
components of cardinality less than K+ at which point it collects all subscripts of 8 
encountered earlier, and PA(@) for all subscripts @ of g that it encountered into a 
finite set. 
The next six claims relate the ordering of 6’ to our parsing operations. Claim 10 
summarizes this information. 
Claim 4. Ify~0, then P,,(y)<a ifly~E(a). 
Proof. (Only if direction). If y <A, then P*(y) = {y} and hence y <(Y by assump- 
tion. By Definition 2(i) we get y E E(a). So we may assume that y > (Y. 
y E 0 so assume that y E SP,~+,(0)“tl -SP,A+l(0)” and proceed by induction on 
n: 
Case 1. y = A, so y E E(a) by Definition 2(i). 
Case 2. y = 8,(A). P,,(y) = P,,(A) C (Y so A E E(a) by induction; and therefore, 
y E E(a) by Definition 2(iii). 
Case 3. y=A,+*..+h,. P,(y)=P,(A,)U. .*UPA(A,)<a so AicE for 
i s m by induction. Therefore, y E E(cK) by Definition 2(iii). 
(If direction). Assume that y~E(a). Since y EQ) we assume that y E 
%_,(OYfl -SP,,,+l(0)” and proceed by induction on n. The proof divides into 
three cases: y E (0, A} U (Y, y = B,(A), and y = A, + - * . + A, for A, Al, . . . , A, E E(a). 
The proof is easy and details are left to the reader. 0 
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Claim 5. Assume that a! <A and 5 ~0. Then PE(E) <a and P,-(5) < P implies that 
5ESP,(P). 
Proof. If z<@‘, then P,(c) ={,$}. So by our assumption, .$</3 and therefore 
.$ E SP,(p) by Definition 4(A). Now assume that 52 p’. We assume that 5~ 
SP,*+,(O)“+r - SP,A+,(0)n and proceed by induction on n handling only the difficult 
cases. 
Case 1. ,$ = e,(S). By assumption Pg([) = {y} U P$j(y) U Pz(S) <a, and Pg(e) = 
Pg(y) U Pg(6) < p. This tells us two things: firstly, our induction hypothesis applies 
to y and 6, and thus, y, 6 E SP,(p) ; secondly, y < e <A and so by Definition 
4(A), 0,(S) E SP,(p). (We do not need to check y # O+ 6 <A since this is implied 
by the assumption that 5 E 6.) 
Case 2. 6 = g,(6). By assumption Pg(S) = PA(y) U Pg(r) U P2(6) <a, and 
Pg(&J = P&y) U P,(6) < p. As before, this tells us that y, 6 E SP,(p) by our induc- 
tion hypothesis. It also tells us that P,,(r) < Q! which implies that y E E(a) by 
Claim 4. Lj E 6 implies that 6 <A so we have 5 E SP,(p) by Definition 4(A). Cl 
A weak converse to Claim 5 is 
CIaim 6. Assume that a <A, .$ ~0, and @ E Cr(a); then 5 E SP,(P) implies that 
Pg(E) <a and P&5) < /3. 
Proof. If [<p’, then .$ E SP,(p) 13 p’= @ since p E Cr(ol). Therefore, Pp’(5) = 
{E}< p. Of course PE(c) = $3 <a. 
Now assume that 5 > p’. We assume that 6 E SP_@)“+’ - SP,(p)” and proceed 
by induction on n treating only the difficult cases. 
Case 1. 5 = 0,(S). ~,6 E SP,@)” so by induction we have P$(y) < a, Pz(8) <a, 
P,-(y) < 0, and P,(6) < p. It only remains to show that y <a, but 0,(S) E SP,(p) 
implies that y < a or e,(S) < /3 by Definition 4(A). Since we are assuming that 
q L p’ we must have y c CL 
Case 2. 5= g,(6). So y, S ESP,@)” and the proof proceeds exactly as in the 
case above except that we are left with showing that P,(y) < a. However, 
.$ E SP,(@) implies that y E E(o) by Definition 4(A), hence by Claim 4 we have 
that P,,(r) < a. q 
Proof. By assumption, &<e,,(&) so p1 ESP~~(@_(&)) by Definition 4(A). 
By Definition 4(B) and 4(C), a1 E SP,,(t&,(p,)) so by Claim 6 we have P$(a,) < 
a1 < 01~. Since $I = &., we have P&(aJ <CQ. We are assuming that Pg2(al) -=z a2; 
and since e,,(p,) ~0 implies that a,<& we can apply Claim 5 to conclude that 
a1 E SP,,(@&l,)). Thus, by Definition 4(A) we have that cq_(&) E SP,,(&J@J). In 
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particular, 
k,(m E sp,,(e,,(h>> n G = ftJp2) 
by Definition 4(B). Therefore, f&,(&> < E,,(&). El 
claim 8. ASWYW rhat a1 (a2 and go,, gJP2) ~0; then TV,< &&32) if 
p* (4 u {PII -=E go,,(Pz). 
proof. ~~(a,) < gor,(pJ and a1 < a2 implies that q E E(gJ&)) n (~2 by Claim 4. 
p1 -c Go SO p1 ~E(ga,(@,?)) by Definition 2(i). Thus, by Definition 3(B) and 
3(C) we have that G,(PJ<~JPz). Cl 
Claim 9. For a,PcC9 and cxc.4 we have p(a)<P iffPg(a!)<a. 
= 
Proof. (Only if direction). Assume that p(a)< 0. By Definition 4(B) and 4(C) 
there is a y such that 7 = 6 and (Y E SP, (0, (y)). By Claim 6 we get Pi <(Y. 
(If direction). Assume that P:(a) < (Y for K = g. By Definition 8(ii) P,(a) = y < 
K+ for some y; thus, by Claim 5 we have (Y E SP,(S) for any 6 3 y. 
Next, set y0 = y and let -yn+l = SP,(r,) fl K+. Let 6 = sup,, ‘y,,. clearly 6 <K+ 
since K+ is regular. 
Subclaim 9A. For 6, {‘y,,} as above we have SP,(S) = U, SP,(y,,). 
Proof. First we show that SP, (6) c U, SP, (by,,). Assume 6 E SP, (a)“’ and proceed 
by induction on m. 
If m=O, then (s{O,A}US. Clearly {0,A}~l_l,SP,(y,,); and if ((8, then 
&<r, for some n -so &E U, SP,(r,). 
Assume true for m and assume that E E SP,(6)“+’ - SP,(S)“: 
Case 1. zJ=A,+*. * +A,. By induction, for each i G Y we can find an 4 such 
that &eSP,(y,,+). Thus, .$eSP,(y,,) where n=max{n,, . . . ,h}; and so 5~ 
u, SP, (7”). 
Case 2. 5 = B,(h). Again, by induction we can find an n such that 5, h E 
SP,(rJ, and so ee SP,(YJ z U, SP,(Y,). 
Case 3. 4 = Q(h). Same proof as Case 2. 
Next we show L_l, SP,(r,,) E SP, (6). Assume [ E IJ, SP, (-yJ, then .$ E SP,(-y,,) 
for some n. Clearly SP,(+y,)zSP,(S) so ~ESP,(S). Cl 
By Subclaim 9A we have that SP,(S) fl K + = S since 5 E SP,(S) n K+ implies that 
5 E SP,(-y,,) n K+ for some -y,, and so 5 < Y,,+~ <S. In the first paragraph of this 
direction of our proof we showed that a! E SP,(S), so we can now conclude that 
S OCR by Definition 4(B), and so I CS by Definition 4(C). S < K+ SO 













10. For members of 6 the following statements are true: 
If a#O, then O<(Y. 
If KE% and KS& then KC@,(~). 
If K E % and 0 < K, then e,(p) < K. 
aIS-0 * *+a,<&+- - -+p, ifl 
(i) n<m and ai=& for isn, 
(ii) there is a j ~min{m, n} such that ai <pi and (Yi = pi for i <j. 
%,M < %&) iI7 
(9 a1 < (~2 and Pg<4 U W < R&b), 
(ii) (Ye = a2 and PI < p2, 
(iii) aI>a2 and 0,,(/3,)~P~2(~2)U{(p3. 
&@)<A. 
so,(&) < ga,(P2) 8 
(9 al<a2 and PAW WPd<ga2(P2), 
(ii) (Y~ = a2 and & < p2, 
(iii) a1 > a2 and L,(PJ s PA (4 U U&l. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward using Claims 4 through 9 and the linearity 
of<. Cl 
We are now ready to give effective definitions of 6 and <. 
Definition 9. We simultaneously define 0, C, E, S and 7, tf, s < t, s = t, P:(t), 
P,(t) for s, t E 0 and r E C. 
(A) 0 = CUE U S. 0, C, E, and S are the smallest sets of terms which can be 
built from the function symbols 0, A, +, 8, and g by the following rules: 
(i) 0, A E C, 
(ii) if tl, . . . , t,6CUE and q3***at,,, then tI+*..+t,,eS, 
(iii) if t, SE 0, t#O+s<A, PT(s)<s, and t<A; then &(s)EE, 
(iv) if t, s E 0 and s <A, then g,(s) E C. 
(B) For t E 0 we define 7, tf E C by induction on term size and cases: 
(i) 6=0, Of = g(O), A+=&=,, 
= 
(ii) t,+...+tn=tl, (K+- * . + t,)’ = t;, 
- 
(iii) 0,(s) = ~7, e,(s)+ = s+, 
- 
(iv) g,(s) = g,(s), g,(s)‘= { 
gt(s+e,(o)) if t =O, 
&L&(s)) if t#O. 
(C) For t E 0 and r E C, P:(t) and P,(t) are defined exactly as in Definition 8. 
(D) For s, t E 0, t < s is defined exactly as in Claim 10. 
(E) For s, t E 0, s = t iff s and t are identical terms. 
Clearly C, S, and E are mutually disjoint. 
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Definition 10. (A) e : 0 +- &At1 is defined by induction on term size and cases: 
(i) e(O)=O, e(A)=& 
(ii) e(t,+* *.+&)=e(tJ+.**+e(&), 
(iii) 4%(t)) = %&e(t)), 
(iv) e(g,(t)) = g&e(t)). 
(B) CT= range of e. 
It should be clear that e is one-to-one, and that Definition 10(B) agrees with 
Definition 6. 
Next we turn to the question of recursiveness. 
Deli&ion 11. (A) Let T be the smallest set of terms which can be built from the 
function symbols 0, A, +, 8, and g using the following rules: 
(i) 0, A E T, 
(ii) s, tET*s+t, O,(t), g,(t)ET 
Clearly 0 5 T. 
(B) #: T+N is defined by induction on term size and cases: 
(i) #O=l, #A=2, 
(ii) # s+ t = 3#” . 5#‘, 
(iii) # e,(t) = 7#” . 1 l#*, 
(iv) # g,(t) = 13#” * 17#‘. 
Clearly # is one-to-one. 
Using the function # we can make sense out of a statement like “A G 0 X . . * X 0 
is recursive” by interpreting it to mean that 
{(#a,, . . .,#~3/(~,,...,4~4 
is a recursive subset of N X - . * X N. 
Claim 11. 0, C, E, S, P:(r), P,(t), {(s, t> 1 s < t), {(s, t> ( s = t), {(s, t) 1 s = 9. and 
{(s, t) I s = t+I f or s, t E 0 and r E C are all primitive recursive. 
Proof. We merely observe that Definition 9 is given by simultaneous recursion on 
o and is therefore reducible to a primitive recursive definition by well known 
techniques (See PCter’s book [lo]). q 
We now turn from the definitions of 6 and make a definition, followed by six 
technical lemmas, which will play an important role in the subsequent proof- 
theoretic analysis of S. 
For Definition 12 and Claims 12 through 17 we fix A, (Y E OR and assume that 
h <A GCY, and h, (Y ESP,(~). 
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For 5 E SP, (A) we define .$ = the collapse of ,$ as follows: 
(i) If ,$<A, then <=& 
(ii) If 5 >A and 6 = f&,(y), then c= O,(y). 
(iii) If .$>A and ,$=yl+***+?/n, then f=ri+*.*+y,,. 
(iv) If 5 = A, then c= g(A). 
Observe that for all 5, ,$< A. It will also follow from Claim 16 that 5 E 6 implies 
&0. 
Claim 12. IT > SP, (A) n A. 
Proof. Assume [ESP,(A)“+l- SP,(A)” and proceed by induction on n. It suffices 
to assume that 5 = g,(6). 
Case 1. ~(6) > A. Hence, by Definition 5(A) and induction: y < cy, 6 <A, and 
so 6 <A. Also, PA(y) E SP, (A)” n A and so PA(y) <A by induction. Therefore, by 
Claim 8, g,(@<IT. 
Case 2. ~(6) sh. However, A <A by Definition 3(C), hence g,(6) CA. 0 
Proof. If & <A, then the proof follows easily from Claim 12. 
If &> A, then proceed by induction on n where 
(51, &} c SP,(A)“+l - Spa(A)“. 0 
Claim 14. SP,(A) c E(6). 
Proof. SP,(A) tl A G x by Claim 12. But x G (I! by Claim 13, and 5 c E(E), so 
SP,(A) n A c_ E(G). 
If 5 E SP,(A) and .$z=& we show 5~ E(G) by induction on n where 5 E 
SP,(A)“+’ - SP,(A)“. 0 
Claim 15. SP,(A) E SP,(A). 
Proof. Assume that .$ E SP,(A)“+l - SP,(A)” and proceed by induction on n. 
Case 1. 5 = e,(S). If y # 0, then 6 <A by Definition 4(A), so we have y, S E 
SP,(A) n A by induction and Definition 4(A). Also, y <A implies that y < 5 by 
Claim 12. Thus, by Definition 4(A), we have that e,(s>~SP,(h). 
If y = 0 and 6 2 A, we still will have 6 E SP,(A) by induction. Now observe that 
SP,(A) is closed under 0,,. 
Case 2. 5 = g,(6). By induction, ‘y, 6 E SP,(A). By Claim 12, y E SP,(A) implies 
y E E(G). Hence, by Definition 4(A), g,(6) E SP,(A). 
The trivial cases are left to the reader. Cl 
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Claim 16. 1f<~SP,(h), then &SPE(A). 
proof. If ,$<A, then $= 5 so we are done by Claim 15. Assume that ,$> A and 
I$ E SP,(h)“‘l- SP,(A)“. The result easily follows by induction on n and the 
definition of g Finally, let 5 = A. By assumption A, cx E SP,(h), so (Y E E(E) by 
Claim 12 and A E SP,(A) by Claim 15. Thus, by Definition 4(A), &(A) = AE 
SP,(A). Cl 
Claim 17. Assume that K E ‘8 such that A -C K <A, K E SP,(A), and &(K) E 6; then 
SP,(A) l-l K+s e,(K). 
PI’OOf. If g,(6) E SP,(A) l-l K+, then g,(6)=S~ since g,(@E%‘(p). Hence g,(6)< 
%r(K)- 
Assume that ~,(~)ESP,(A)“+‘-SP,(A)“, and O,(~)<K+, and proceed by in- 
duction on n. We also assume that 7 = K to eliminate trivialities. So, A < K < o,(S). 
y E SP,(A) fl A by Definition 4(A), so y <A by Claim 12. P,(r) U{S}E 
SP,(A)“~K’andsobyinductionP,(y)~{G}~8~_(K).ByClaim7, 6,(8)<&(K). 
Trivial cases are left to the reader. •i 
Observation. If cx <A and A <K, then SP,(A) t-l K+ s e,(K). 
Proof. First observe that (Y E SP, (A) by assumption. Since A < K, this implies that = 
~((Y)<K. So there really is an ordinal of the form In,. 
Assume that ,$ESP,(A)“+‘--SP,(A)” and ~=CK+, and proceed by induction on 
n. We can assume that 5 = e,(S). 6 E SP,(A)” n K+ hence, by induction, 6 < o,(K). 
A <K implies that y <(Y and P,(y) c SP,(A)” rl K+. So, by induction, P,(r) < 
f&(K). ThUS, by Claim 7, 6,(6)<6,(K). 0 
3. Control 
If F:C?‘“-,B we let @:#Ocw + # 0 denote the corresponding number- 
theoretic function. Technically, when we say that F has a certain property, we 
mean that fi has this property. Thus, F is recursive means that fi is a total 
recursive function relative to # 0 (in practice, we will assume this is true if it is 
clear that F is effectively computable relative to 0). Let 9& denote the set of 
functions F : Be” -6 which contains the primitive recursive functions and is 
closed under substitutions and recursions on cx for a! E 6 (see [13] for a definition). 
Let $ZJ? = lJC.Ed %,. 
In the subsequent analysis of the inaccessibility scheme we will encounter FE 52 
implicit in derivations containing instances of this scheme such that F: y n6 +- 
y+ fT6 for some y E 6. By the regularity of y+ we know there is an ordinal p <y+ 
such that p 2 F(A) for each A < ?/, but, in order to eliminate these instances of 
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inaccessibility, we must be able to single out a fi EQ with this property. This 
motivates the following definition: 
Definition. For 01, p E 0 set 
CNT,(P)={Fe% I Hx,. . . , ~J~SP~(max{h a.. . , m)+l>>. 
If FE CNT,(p), we say that F is controlled by a relative to 0. Set CNT = 
U a,BEo CNT,(p). If FE CNT, we say that F is controlled. 
Of course we can construe the property of being controlled as a property 
applying to l? To do this directly would require using the more cumbersome 
parsing operations P$ and PG (see Claims 5 and 6 in Section 2). (We can show: 
a,Ga* or /3rG& implies CNT,(&)GCNT,~(~,). Thus, we can view the sets 
CNT,(@) as a heirarchy of functions in 9? analogous to those heirarchies of 
functions in $39 built around various well ordered sequences of rapidly growing 
functions. In our case, the families can be taken to be {Oa},eonn and {ga}ucB.) 
4. Interpreting S in S, 
The goal of this section is to interpret S in the theory of controlled infinitary 
logic, denoted S,, to which the techniques of proof theory are more easily 
applied. Briefly, S, is an effective fragment of infinitary propositional logic 
extended by the K -restricted upper bound rules (RUB,) for K = a+ and (Y E 6, and 
the (Y-transfinite induction rules (TI,) for (Y ~0. Of course the formal definition of 
S, involves the definitions of 6 and control. 
To make the above interpretation as clear as possible we make explicit an 
intermediate step. Namely, we first interpret S into the theory RS’ of ramified set 
theory (associated with 0) and extended by the K-admissibility rules (Adm(K)) for 
K = a+ and (Y ~0, and the a! foundation rules @ND(a)) for (Y EQ a limit ordinal. 
We then interpret RS+ into S,. 
Ramified set theory 
Let d =(X, <) denote a well ordered structure, and let RS(&) denote the 
system of ramified set theory associated with d. 
Detinition 1. The language of RS(Se), denoted by a(&), consists of: 
(i) for a E X variables of level (Y : xp, y”, P, . . . , ; 
(ii) logical symbols: A, v, V, 3; 
(iii) the abstraction operator symbol: A; 
(iv) the constant symbol: $3; 
(v) the relation symbols: =, # , E, 6. 
Notice that we do not include a logical symbol for negation. Instead, we shall 
introduce it as a defined symbol later on. 
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An unusual feature of any ramified system, inherited from the more general 
A-calculus, is that the definitions of the set of terms and the set of formulas is 
given by a simultaneous recursion. We shall add to this the simultaneous defini- 
tions of the set of bound variables (BV), free variables (FV), and terms (TM) 
appearing in a given term or formula. 
Defhition 2. The terms and formulas of RS(d), denoted by T(d) and F(d) 
respectively, consists of all terms and formulas of level UC, denoted by T(a) and 
F(cu) respectively, for all CY E X, where: 
(i) If x= is a variable of level (Y, then xa E T(a), 
BV(xa) = TM(P) = empty, FV(xa) = {xa}. 
(ii) @E T(0) where 0 denotes the minimum of X, 
BV(@) = FV(@) = TM(@) = empty. 
(iii) If s E T(a), t E T(P), and y = max{q p}; then 8 E F(r) where 8 is any of 
“s = t”, “s E t”, “s # t”, and “s$ t”, 
Fv(8) = l-v(s) u Iv(t), BV(0) = BV(s) U BV(t), 
TM(o) ={t, s}UTM(s)UTM(t). 
(iv) If cp E F(a), x E F(P), and y = max{a, @>, then 8 E F(r) where 8 is cp AX or 
(P”X9 
l-70) = F-v(P) u Fvx), JW@ = BVv) U BWx), 
TM(B) = TM(q) U TM(x). 
(v) If cp EF(P), xa EFV((~)-BV((p), and y = max{cz + 1, p}; then 8 EF(Y) 
where 8 is 3x” cp or Vx” cp, and hx”cp E T(y), 
w(e) = m(k+) = w((~), BV(0) = BV(hx”cp) = {x~} U BV((p), 
TM(B) = TM(Ax”cp) = TM(q), (a + 1 = successor of a). 
(vi) If CY is a limit (i.e. CY has no immediate predecessors), let 
T(a) = IJ T(P) and F(a)= U F(P). 
B<a @<a 
We call the smallest a! such that cp E F(a) the level of cp and denote this element 
of d by E(q). 
Definition 3. The set of all closed terms of RS(d), denoted T”(d), is the set of all 
t E T(d) satisfying 0. the set of closed formulas RS(&), 
denoted F’(d), the set of E F(d) satisfying l?V((p) = empty. 
Definition The basic formulas of are all formulas of form t = 
t E s where t and s are 
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Definition 5. For 8 E F(d) the o-degree of 8, denoted (8(,, is defined as follows: 
(i) If 0 E F(P) for p <a, then 101, = 0. 
Assume that 8 E F(P) for p > (Y : 
(ii) If 0 is basic, then 101, = 0. 
(iii) If 8 is (pvx or (PAX, then lelp=max{l~),,Jxl,}+l. 
(iv) If 8 is Vxy cp(x’>, 3xy cp(x’), or s E hxYq(xY); then 101, = Ig(x’)l, + 1. . 
Definition 6. We define negation by induction as follows: 
(i) -(s = t) is s# t, -(s# t) is s = t, 
(ii) -(sEt) is s$t, -(s$t) is sfzt, 
(iii) -(cpvx) is -cp A-X, 
(iv) -(pax) is -cpv--_x, 
(v) -(Vx= cp) is 3x” - cp, 
(vi) -(3xa cp) is Vx” - cp. 
Observations. (i) cp and --cp are the same formulas. 
(ii) cp EF((Y) if and only if -cp E F(a). 
(iii) Ma = I-(~1~. 
Let cp + x abbreviate -cp vx and cp * x abbreviate (cp + x) A (x --, cp). 
The derivations of RS(&) and the derivations of S, use sequent logic. In other 
words, we replace axiom schemes with rules and we derive finite sets of formulas 
called sequents rather than single formulas. Let r and n be sequents. To assert I’ 
is to assert WqEr cp, r+- A is r U A, and if cp is a formula, r+ cp denotes r + {cp}. 
Let 
BV(r)= U BV(q), 
WEi- 
w(r) = U W(P), and TM(r)= qlrTM(cp). 
QpeT 
Definition 7. The axioms of RS(Se) can be taken to be any set of sequents AX(&) 
satisfying: 
(i) If 8 is fl=fl or $9$P, and ecr, then rEAX(d). 
(ii) If r+ cp, A + -cp E AX(&) and cp is basic, then n E AX(&) for some 
IIzEruA. 
(iii) If r~AX(ge), (p(xOL)Er, xa ~FV(cp(x”)), and tE T(a); then r’EAX(&) 
where r’ is obtained from r by replacing cp(x”) by p(t). 


















where t E T(P) for some /3 <(Y. 
(vi) X-abstraction: 
r-t&) 
r+ t E hx”cp(x”) 
r+ -de where t E T(a). 
r-t tg hx”q(x”) 
(vii) Limit generalization: 
***F+cp(x”)*.* 
r+vxp cp(x@) 
(Y < /3 where /3 is a limit. 
In all of the above rules we call r+ A the side formulas (sf), formulas above 
the line and not in minor (rnf), formulas the and 
in + principal (pf) course take = for rules 
cut). term in 3-introduction rule called witness 3x” 
Definition The of denoted D(a), built AX(&) 
the of If E and is conclusion d write l-r. 
say a sequent or formula occurs d it in instance of rule 
d. level d, denoted l(d), a on such 
a (Y formula occurs d. d an set = Otherwise 
IdI 14 + for 
S into set need finitary 
The derivations are derivations that 
IdI OJ. and finitely formulas, not change occur 
RS(d) d for d E D(d). 
now fix for the the Let {(Y and let 
the ordering 2 restricted notation 
simply for F for (and for T for (and 
for 9 for and for & 
get our interpretation add rules RS. 
Definition 10. Assume that K = a+ for (Y E 0 (thus K E 5% and K = A is possible). 
The K-admissibility rule (Adm(K)) is 
r+vx@ gyKcp 
r +w vxB gy” E 2 cp 
where p <K and cp contains no quantifiers of the form Vxy for y 3 K or 3xy for 
‘)‘>K. 
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Definition 11. The a-foundation rule @ND(a) for OL a limit in 0) is 
r+VxaEyy”cp(x”)+cp(y”) 
T+Vx” cp(x”) . 
Definition 12. Let RS’ denote the system obtained from RS by adding the rules 
Adm(K) and FND(a) for all eligible K, a EC?. Let Df denote the set of (finitary) 
derivations of RS. We define Id], l(d), d 1 r, and RS l-r for d E D’ by extending 
Definition 9 in the obvious way. 
Let ord(x”) be the RS+-formula which expresses that xa is an ordinal. Let 
[a] = Ax” ord(x”) and for t E T(a) set t+ = [a+]. 
Definition 13. For cp E F, let cp’ E F be obtained by superscripting every variable in 
cp (free or bound) with A. 
Theorem 1. S l- cp implies RS’ t cp’. 
Proof. (Sketch) We only need to consider the case of cp an axiom of S. If cp is 
extensionality, pairs, union, or an instance of A,-separation, then we can prove cp’ 
using introduction rules, A-abstraction rules, and limit generalization. 
If q is an instance of foundations, then we can use FND(A) rules to derive cp’. 
If cp is an instance of A,-collection, then we can derive cp by Adm(A) rules. 
Finally, if cp is an instance of c011(+)~‘“” we use Adm(K)-IIdeS and limit 
generalizations. 0 
Controlled injinitary logic 
Let S, denote the system of controlled infinitary logic. The formulas and 
derivations of S,, denoted F, and D, respectively, will be those formulas and 
derivations of infinitary propositional logic (extended by two new rules which we 
discuss later) which can be represented by an ordinal notation code satisfying the 
following inductive condition: if (Y E 6 represents a formula cp (or a derivation d), 
then we can compute from a! an index for a controlled function which enumerated 
the immediate subformulas of cp (or subderivations of d). We denote the collec- 
tion of ordinal notation codes for F, and D, by #F, and #D, respectively. 
Before continuing let us say a word about coding finite sequences of ordinal 
notations. 
Definition 14. For a, p E 6 let 
(%P,={I;:;:p+” 1; ;;I 
It is easy to check that ( > :6 X 6 -+B is one-to-one; and a, p E SP,(6) if and 
only if (a, /3> E SP,(6). 
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We 
al,. . . > a,~SP,(6+1) if and only if (a,,...,a,)~SP,(6+1) by setting 
(% . . . > a,,)=((~~, (a,, . . . (anpI, a,) * . a)). Let rl,. . . , T,, be the standard projec- 
tion functions. 
Definition 15. (i) 5 E #F1 if and only if 5 = (k, 0, i, 1, 1, O), where k is an index 
for the constant zero function, viewed as a primitive recursive function, and i is a 
code for one of the symbols ‘7” or “F”. 
(ii) Assume CY E 0, and #Fi has already been defined for A E 6 rl (Y. 8 E #EE if 
and only if 5 = (k, p, i, a, y, S), where k is an index for a primitive recursive 
function cp : (0 fl p)<- + Uhsanol #FA, p EC?, /3 <min{cy, A}, and q E CNT,(6). i is 
a code for one of the symbols “ M\ ” or “W “. We also demand (Y, p, y E 
SP,(6 + 1) and y > rr,(cp(i)) for i < P. 
(iii) #F, = U, E. #FE. 
For 5 E #F, we introduce the following more descriptive names for the projec- 
tion functions: 
ind(5) = ~~(8 (index of t), 
domE) = ~(5) (domain of t), 
sym(5) = r&J (symbol of t), 
I51 = ~4(~) (rank of E), 
cnt(Z) = r&3 (control of 0, 
P(5) = r&9 (parameter of 5). 
The infinitary proposition represented by the ordinal notation 5 = 
(k, p, i, CY, y, 8) can be identified with cp, the primitive recursive function with 
index k, in the usual way. Thus, for q E tJ<“‘, q(q) is the ordinal notation code for 
the subformula (p,, defined by q,(a)= (p(nto) (we can also set cp(( )) = 6). If 
dom(cp(q)) = h and sym(cp(q)) codes the symbol /x\(W), then q,, is identified 
with the formula fijch qq, (Wjch (P+;), and we interpret (p,, as the conjunction 
(disjunction) of ‘pqcj for i <A. If q,, is the constant zero function and sym(cp(n)) 
codes the symbol T (F), then we identify (p,, with the formula T (F), and we 
interpret (p,, as a tautology (contradiction). 
Finally, to maintain readability, we will pretend to be working with actual 
infinitary propositions instead of ordinal notation codes. Thus, we will refer to the 
ordinal notation code of cp, the index of cp, the rank of cp, the control of cp, etc., 
and denote these by #cp, ind(cp), 1~1, cnt(cp) etc., as if these ordinals were well 
defined. 
As before, we introduce negation as a defined symbol. 
Definition 16. (i) -F= T, -T= F. 
(ii) -/Xli<B(Pi= Wi<@-(Pi, -Wi<@‘pi= /x\i<p^-Cpi- 
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We write cp += 9 for -cpv$ and QM$ for (Q-+$)A(++Q). Observe that 
- -cp is Q. Also, using Kleene’s primitive recursion theorem, we can compute 
#-Q from #Q by a primitive recursive function. 
The derivations of S, will also use sequent logic. We adopt the same conven- 
tions of symbolism for S, as for RS. If r is a sequent we let #r be a code for 
{#Q 1 Q E I'} although as mentioned above we shall avoid references to codes for 
formulas. 
The definition of #D_ is similar to our definition of #F,. We will think of an 
infinitary derivation as a function d : CP + #IL.. d(q) will be an ordinal notation 
code for the q th subderivation of d, which we denote by d,,, and will be of the 
form ((Yi, CY.2,. . , a,),. a2 itself will be an ordinal of the form (pi,. . . , /3& and 
will code information about the bottom-most rule of d,, including the name of the 
rule (&), the side formulas (P2), the minor formulas (&), the principal formulas 
(&,), domain (&), and witness (&). The conclusion of d,, consists of the side 




For .$ E #D we introduce the following more descriptive names for the projection 
functions: 
ind(O = ~169 





P(5) = 45) 
(index of t), 
(rule of 0, 
(cut degree of .$‘), 
(RUB degree of 0, 
(rank of 0, 
(control of &), 
(parameter of 5). 
If we set cr = R(t), then let 
r(5) = ml(u) (rule name of [), 
SF([) = 7r2(o) (side formulas of .$J, 
h4F([) = 7r3(cr) (minor formulas of e), 
PF(5) = m4(o) (principal formulas of [), 
wit(e) = ~~(0) (witness of t), 
dam([) = we(o) (domain of t). 
Definition 17. (i) 5 E #DL if and only if .$ = (k, CT, O,O, 1, 1, ~3) where k is an index 
for the constant zero function, viewed as a primitive recursive function, and 
(T = (ui, a2, u3, a,, 0, O), where crl is a code for “axiom”, 0, is a code for the 
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sequent of side formulas r, 0, is a code for the sequent of minor formulas (in this 
case 8), and a4 is a code for the formula T. We assume that (Y E SP,(p + 1). 
(ii) Assume CY E 6, and #o”, has already been defined for h E 6 fl (Y. 5 E #D”, if 
and only if E = (k, ml, a,, u3, ct, y, S), where k is an index for the $!Ze, function 
d:(onp)+-+ lynrr #a, P E 6, P <A (0 = domE)), and d E CNT,GE). 
We also demand that y >cnt(d(i)) for i <p, and 5 E SP,(6 + 1). 
We assume that u1 = (cw,, ti2, cy3, cy4, cy5, p),. We define cI, cr2, and CT, by five 
cases corresponding to the five rules of inference is S,. 
Case 1. Assume dkr+<pi for &Or)& then dkr+ fiicp(pi and 
a1 codes “I% -introduction”, 
a2 codes r, 
a3 codes -L (Pi,. . .l, 
cY4 codes /)c\ Qi, 
i<@ 
as=o, 
a2 2 RUB deg(d(i)) for i < p, 
a3 zz ct deg(d(i)) for i < p. 










a5=j where q = 'pi, 
a2 = RUB deg(d(l)), 
a3 = ct deg(d(1)). 
Case 3. Assume p =3, d&r+, and d2tA +-cp, then dl-T+A, and 
a1 codes “cut”, 
a2 codes I’+ A 
a3 codes {Q,-Q), 
a4 codes $i, 
(Yg=O, 
a2 = max{RUB deg(d(l)), RUB deg(d(2))}, 
~3 = maxkt deg(d(l)), ct deg(d(2)), IQ/). 
Case 4. Assume P = 2 and d,Fr+ /x\ ;<_ Wicr ~~~ where Qii contains no 
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conjuncts of length ax, no disjuncts of length >x, and x = 5’ for some 5 E 6, then 
and 
dkr+W Ad W ‘Pii I<x i-Cm j<l 
a1 codes “RUB” (Restricted Upper Bound rule), 
a2 codes r, 
(~3 codes i% ~x~iiy 
(~4 codes W fi W qij, I<x i<o j<x 
(Ys=O, 
a2 = max{RUB deg(d(l)), x}, 
c3 = ct deg(d(1)). 
Case 5. Assume ~!-T+fij<i’pi+cpi for i~C?np and i#O. For i=O 
d,l-T+cp,. Then dtr-t M\i<p Cpi, and 
a1 codes “Tip” (Transfinite Induction on /3 rule), 
CY~ codes r, 
a3 codes 
I 
‘P~~cP~+cP~~~-~~ I% Qj*Qi,**- 9 
j-5 I 
(~4 codes $ Qi, 
cYg=o, 
a2 > RUB deg(d (i)) for i < p, 
cr,>ct deg(d(i)) for i<p. 
(iii) #D, = U #lX 
CrWJ 
Here too we shall pretend to be working with real infinitary derivations and we 
refer to #d, (dJ, cnt(d) etc. as if these ordinals were well defined. As before, we 
get away with this as long as we keep in mind that it is the codes that we are 
actually working with. 
Interpreting RS’ in S, 
Before defining the translation of F’ into F, we must be able to represent 
members of T’ by members of 6. 
Definition 18. Fix a code v :2? -+6 such that I@) (0”. Define cr, : T(a) --* 
6no” and p,:F(a)+C?n~~ simultaneously by recursion on 6nar. 
(i) ~~(8) = MB), 0, O),, 
(ii) %(x6) = (4xP),0, a,, 
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Other cases are defined similarly. Furthermore, we can arrange u= to extend ~a 
for ,5 <a. Observe that a, : T(a) -+ 6 no” is one-to-one. Let u denote the 
restriction of 0, to T”(d). 
For cp E F’ we define cp’ as follows. 
Definition 19. (i) If cp is - I,$ then cp’ is -+‘. 
(ii) If cp is $3 = g or B $8, then cp’ is T. 
(iii) If cp is t E s for t E T(P), s E T(P), s E T(Q), p <a, and s = XX@I/~X~), then 
cp’ is q?(t)‘. If /? 3 (Y, then cp’ is F. 
(iv) If q is t = s for t, s E T(a), then cp’ is (Vx”(x@ E st, xp E t))’ where p + 1 = a! 
if (Y is not a limit, otherwise /3 =a). If t, s$ T(a), then rp’ is F. 
(v) If cp is (Ir A 8, then cp’ is +‘A 8’. 
(vi) If cp is Vx” $(x”), then cp’ is flc\p<o= t,!~(a-~(P))’ 
The other cases are defined similarly. 
Theorem 2. For cp and cp’ as in Definition 19 with cp E F(a), we can choose cp’~ F,. 
In fact we can set (cp’) = cnt(q7’) = o”+)cp)oandp(cp’)=max{P~6)P=~(a(t))for 
t~Tm(cp) or /3 = p(a), or p = G(Y) for xy eBV((p)}. 
Proof. The correctness of (cp’( can be found in Tait [16]. This also shows that 
cnt(cp’)>cnt($) for $ a subformula of cp’. 
Clearly cp’ can be described in a primitive recursive way since cp is a finite 
formula. 
Let us abbreviate cnt(cp’) by c. We must show: 
(i) #cp’~ SP&G’) + l), and 
(ii) #(p: E SP,(maxMcp’), rlo, nl, . . . , x1-t I> where rl = (rlo, rll, . . . , d. 
To see (i) note that p(a), dom(cp’), p(cp’)<p(cp’)+ 1, and so are members of 
SP,(p(q’)+l). Since we can take lq’lol, ind(cp’), and sym(+‘) to be finite, we get 
that 
5, ind(cp’), S(cp’) E SP,(p(cp’) + 1). 
To see (ii) we use induction on 5. We only treat the case when cp has the form 
Vxs +(x’) and cpk is of the form cp{ (cpi is +(ap’(i))’ in this case) for i Co’. 
By (i), cnt(cp;)<[, and induction on 5 we have #cpf E SP,(p((p!)+ 1). Since every 
projection of #cp, is a projection of #cp’ (except for i), we have 
#cpf E SPE(max{p(cp’), i}+ 1). 0 
Before showing that our translation is an interpretation we make the following 
definition. 
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Deli&ion 20. For a, p E 6 we define commutative ordinal addition, 01 @P E 6, as 
follows: 
Assume that (Y =arl+* * -+a, and p = &+* . -+pn for ai, p,E%UZS (we allow 
a!=CY, or p =& to cover the case of (Y, p~%lJ’&. Then a@/3= 
Y1+'2+-**+Yn+m where for each i, pi = CX~ or ?/i = & for some j =Z n or k s m, 
and i < j implies that yi 2 yi. 
Let (Y - n abbreviate aCBcz@~ . *C&Y n-times. 
Theorem 3. Assume that r c F” and d E D’ such that d l-r. Then we can jind 
d’E D, such that d’kT’. Furthermore, we can set (d’l= cnt(d’) = l(d) - (dJ and 
p(d’) = max{p(a> 1 a = #cp’ for any formula cp occurring in d}. 
Proof. In [16] Tait shows that our translation defines an interpretation of the 
theory RS into the theory S, (without the restriction that proofs and formulas are 
controlled). The proof proceeds by induction on l(d) * Jdj and uses the fact that 
every RS rule translates into an S, rule except for the A-rule. In this case the 
translation of the premise and conclusion coincide. Tait obtains Id’\= l(d) * JdJ. 
To extend this result to RS’ we observe that the Adm(K) rule translates into 
the RUB, rule, and the FND(a) rule translates into the TI, rule. Id’\ is not 
affected. 
When we add the condition that d’ must be controlled we must check 
(i) #d’E SP,(p(d’) + l), and 
(ii) #d:, E SP,(max{p(d’), q,, q,, . . . , qK}+ 1) where 5 = l(d) - (dl and rl= 
(Ilo, rll,. . *, Tj,) for qi EB. 
Our choice for p(d’) makes (i) and most cases of (ii) automatic. The only case 
that needs checking is when d l-I’+ Vx” cp(x”) and so 
d’+r’+lX\ cp(a-l(i))’ and d:,=dft-r’+cp(a-l(i))‘. 
i<a 
We proceed by induction on l(d) . IdI to show that #4 E SP,(p(di) + l), but this 
does not imply that #d’, E SP,(p(d’) + 1). The problem is that #cp(a-l(i))’ need not 
belong to SP,(p(d’)+ 1) since p(d’)<p(di) is possible. p(d’) <p(dl) occurs when 
p(#(p-l(i))’ is larger then p(#$) for any other IJ!J which occurs in d; (and hence 
d’). 
If c.p(x”)~F(P) and xy ~Bv((p(x~)), then it is easy to check that CX, p, y E 
SP,(p(d’)+l). If p(#cp(a-l(i))’ is large it is because p(i) is large. However, 
pi SP,(max{p(d’), i}+ l), and this is all that (ii) requires. q 
5. Elimination theorem 
In this section we show that if d I-II and II contains no long conjuncts, then we 
can prove II without the use of TI*, RUB,, or cut rules. Although the elimination 
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of TIA rules is easy (Theorem 4), the elimination of RUB, and cut rules 
(Theorem 5) requires six technical lemmas. 
Theorem 4. Suppose d ED, interprets a (finitary) RS’ derivation (in other words, 
take d to be d’ of Theorem 3), then we can construct d’E D, with the same 
conclusion, but without TI,, rules. We can take Id’1 = cnt(d’) = 0,(A~B[dl) and 
p(d’) = p(d). Finally, there is a controlled function f such that f(#d) = #d’. 




d= *.* n+-/&<&+& *** iEOnA 
n+ nc\i& 
Set (Y + 1 = IdI = cnt(d). 
Claim. For i E 6 II A we can form dT I-II + pi with TI,-rules, and such that 
cnt(dT)= ldTl= 6&&46l3a)@iGl f n or some n CO, and p(dT) = max{p(d,), i}. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. Thus, we can form: 
. . A_... jE6ni 
d;= d; fl+ti 
n+-Mt<i+j+@i n+/Xl i<i +f 
n+4% 
max{ldll, ET IdTl@m}+ 1 
~maxi&,(AG3aL &(A @a)CEIi@m}+ 1 
= OO(ACBa)CBi@n = IdTI. 
Let’s abbreviate 8,JA CBa) CI9 i Cl9 n by CY~. We now check cnt(dT) = (~7 relative to 
p(8). 
(1) By induction on IdI we have 
#dIESP,,C,ti,,(max{p(d), i}+ l)~SP,:(p(dT)-t 1). 
(2) By induction on i we have 
#di E SP,:(max{p(dT) + 1)) E SP,&(d T) + 1). 
(3) Finally we check that #d 7 l SP,~(p(dy)+ 1). In particular we need 
to check 
ct deg(d y), CX, i E SP,$p(d 7) + 1). 
(The other projections of #dT are easily shown to be in SP$(p(d*) + l).) 
dED,+cxESP,(p(d)+l)~SP~:(p(dT)+l); i E SP&(p(dT) + 1 
since i =~p(dT). Since d interprets an RS’ derivation, there are only finitely many 
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different TI*-rules in d. If cpr, qz, . . . , cpr are the principal formulas of these rules, 
then Icpi(, . . . , Iqo,l E SP,(p(d) + 1) by the choice of p(d) in Theorem 3. 
ct deg(&) ==max{ct deg(d), 1~~~1, . . . , Id), 
so ct deg(dT) E SP&p(dT) + 1). cl 
Set 
We have already shown #d T E SP,:(max{p(d), i}+ l), so 
To see that #d’E SP,OcAg,,D(p(d)+ 1) we make the same observation about 
ct deg(d’) that we made in the claim about ct deg(d:). Also, JdJ, A E 
SP,+,(p(d) + l), so ct deg(d’), Id’1 E SP e,caeldl,(p(d) + 1). The rest follows easily. 
Finally observe: 
(a) #d’ can be computed from #d by a recursion on Jd( (in fact by a primitive 
recursion). 
(b) #d’E SP,(#d+l) since SP,(#d+l) is closed under oO. 
Therefore f E CNTr(0). Cl 
Lemma 1. Assume that dl t- 17 + 4, d2 t- A + --I+$ and RUB deg(&), ct deg(dJ < I$\ 
for i = 1 or i = 2; then there is a derivation d*t-Il+ A such that RUB deg(d*), 
ct deg(d*)<I+l. In particular, we may t&e Id*\= (dl)@ld2( and cnt(d*) = 
cnt(dJ@cnt(dJ relative to max{p(d,), p(d,)}. Furthermore, there is a controlled 
function fl such that fi(#$, #d,, #4) = #d”. 
Proof. d* is defined by induction on Id,l@(dz). 
Case 1. Either + or -I& is not introduced in the last step of dl or d2 
respectively. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that + is not introduced 
in the last step of dl. Notation: 
I .L!L.. d= ** I&+$ iEano n+lr, R 
where R denotes the rule used to infer II+ 4, and (Y GA. 
Idl,iI<IdlI . ~1 im ies that ld,,i(~ld,l<ld,l~ld,l. We use the induction hypothesis 
on the pair d,,i and d2 to form a derivation, which we denote d:, of I& + A 
fulfilling the conclusion of the lemma. 




d*= ‘. Z&+A 
iEarrl0 
Il+A’ R 
Since the rule R appeared in dl, and since dT satisfies the conclusion of the 
lemma, it should be evident that RUB deg(d*), ct deg(d*) < 11,Qj. We will check the 
remainder of our claims after Case 2. 
Case 2. Assume that I,!J and -$ are both introduced in the last steps of d, and 
d2 respectively. 
Case 2.1. I/J and --+!I are atomic, hence IZ + 4 and A + -1,4 are S,-axioms. The 
axioms of S, are closed under cuts, hence Il+A is already an axiom. The claims 
of the lemma are easy to check in this case and are left to the interested reader. 
Case 2.2. Neither 1+4 or -I,!J is atomic. Without loss of generality we assume that 
$~=fi & and -~=W-_i. 
i<a i<a 
Since RUB deg(dJ < II,/J~ we may infer that -J, is not introduced by a RUB, rule 
anywhere in d2 (of course IJ is of the wrong form to be introduced by a RUB, 
rule). 
Another technical point is that knowing II, and -+ are introduced in the last 
steps of dl and d, respectively does not exclude the possibility that 4 or -4 is 
also introduced earlier in d, or d, respectively (e.g. proof by cases). Since the 
proof is trivial if this is not the case we shall assume that + and -q!~ are both 
introduced elsewhere in d, and d2 respectively. If this is not the case we can 
trivially alter d, or d, respectively. Thus we weaken the conclusions of dl,i and 




where j = wit(d,) and CY s A. 
We apply the induction hypothesis to the pairs 4,i, d, and dl, dz,l to form 
derivations denoted d T and -dT of II + A + qQi and 17 + A + -~4~ respectively. Let 
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Since dT and -dT satisfy the conclusion of the lemma, and since II/+\ < \+I\, we may 
conclude that RUB deg(d*), ct deg(d*) < I#\. 
Claim 1. We can choose ld*j=ld11G31d21. 
Proof of Claim 1. In Case 1, since Id,\> (di,i(, we have 
In Case 2.2, by our induction hypothesis, we may choose Id:\ = )d1,i)@3Jdzl and 
\-dTI = (d,J@(d,,(. Note that 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. We can choose cnt(d*) = cnt(di)@cnt(d,) relative to max{p(d,), p(d,)}. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let Cyi =cnt(h) and pi = p(d,) for i = 1 or i = 2. Let p = 
maxMU p(4)}. (Thus P = p(d*).) 
In Case 1, #@ E SP,,&,(max{p, i}+ 1) since dT is formed from the pair dl,i and 
d,; and we know that #dr,i ~SP,,(max{&, i}+ 1) and #~ESP,,(&+ 1); and we 
know that both of these sets are subsets of SP,,ti,,(max{p, i}+ 1) which is closed 
under ‘33. 
To complete the proof of Claim 2 we need to show that #GE SP,,,,(@ + 1). 
The only difficulties are cnt(d*), Id*\, and ct deg(d*). Consider cnt(d*) = ol,93cw,. 
Since (Yi = cnt(d), and therefore q E SP,(@ + 1) E SPLI,%,(p + l), then ar,@o,~ 
SP&a* (p + 1). The arguments for ct deg(d*) and )d*J are similar. 
To complete the proof of the lemma we must show that fi is controlled. First, 
observe that #Sr E SP,(max{#d,, #4, #&+ 1). This follows easily from the fact 
that SPi is closed under EB. Secondly, we claim that fi is primitive recursive. 
Clearly we can compute #@ primitive recursively from #d,, #4, #JI, and an 
index for fi restricted to smalller derivations. We apply Kleene’s primitive 
recursion theorem to compute #d* primitive recursively without the aid of an 
index for fi. 0 
Lemma 2. Assume that d I-H, ct deg(d) = a! + 1, and RUE3 deg(d) <cr; then there 
is a derivation d’ i-17 with ct deg(d’) = (Y. In particular we may take RUB deg(d’) = 
RUB deg(d), Id’1 = %(ldl). and cnt(d’) = O,(cnt(d)) relative to p(d). Furthermore, 
there is a controlled function f2 such that fi(#d) = #d’. 
Proof. d’ is defined by induction on IdI_ We consider only the worst case, namely 
when the last step of d is cut($) with I4/( = (Y + 1. Notation: 
I 
4 4 - ____ 
d= r-tJ/ ‘+-’ wherefl=r+A. 
r+A 
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By induction we can form d’, and d$ satisfying the conclusion of the lemma. 
Notice that the pair d; and ds satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1. Let d’ be the 
derivation d* formed by Lemma 1 from d’, and d$. By Lemma 1 we see that 
ct deg(d’) = (Y. 
Claim 1. We can take Jd’l= O,(ldl). 
Proof of Claim 1. By our induction hypothesis we can take Idi1 = t$,(ld,l). By 
Lemma 1, we can take Id’1 = &Jld11>G380(ldzl). Since f30(ldIl)@380(ld21) < O,(ldl) we 
may take Id’\ = &,(ldl). This proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2. We may take cnt(d’) = e&m(d)) relative to p(d). 
Proof of Claim 2. The proof that cnt(d’) 3 cnt(d;) is just like the proof of Claim 1. 
We must also show that if a = cnt(d) and p = p(d), then #d’E SP,Oo(@ + 1) and 
for each i, #d$ E SP,.,Ocp,(max{@, i}+ 1). Of course we may assume df is properly 
controlled by induction. 
By Lemma 1 and our induction hypothesis, we know that we can take 
0,(~,)@&((u,) as a control for d’ where CY~ =cnt(d,), and we know that 
SP e,(u,~e,(,&3 + 1) E SP,O&l -t l), so the only task is to show that &,(a), e,(ldl> E 
SP,,&I + 1). This follows since (Y, (dl E SP,(p + 1) E SP,,&I + 1) and 
SP,O& + 1) is closed under &,. This proves Claim 2. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2 we must show that f2 is controlled. First, we 
observe that #d’ E SP1(#d + 1) since SP, is closed under &,. To see that f2 is 
recursive, we observe that we can compute #d’ primitive recursively from #d and 
an index for f2 restricted to smaller derivations. In most cases we can appeal to 
Kleen’s primitive recursion theorem to show that fi is primitive recursive. When 
this is not possible (e.g. try to compute R(d’) in the case done above) we define f2 
by recursion along 6na. 0 
Definition. Let 17 be a sequent, then II”,@ . Indicates the result of replacing some 
occurrences of W i<cr in II with WicB. 
Definition. Let lnl,x, = max{p ) N i<p occurs in n}. 
Lemma 3. IA dt17. Assume that K = p+ for some p eSP,(p(d)+ l), 
RUB deg(d) < K, and max{ct deg(d), p(d), lIIl,y, } = h <K. Then there is a K’EO rl K 
and a derivation d” kPK’. In particular, we can take IdI = Jd*l, ct deg(d) = 
ct deg(d*), RUB deg(d) = RUB deg(d*), cnt(d*) = cnt(d)@cnt(d), and p(d) = 
p(d*). Furthermore, there is a controlled function f3 such that if I’ consists of all 
subformulas of formulas in II whose outermost disjunct is to be replaced, then 
f3(#d, #r) = #6*. 
hf. Let cx = cnt(d). If (Y aA and K = A, then let K’ = x (see Definition 12). If 
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cx3A and K=p+ for some ~r,#n, then let K’=~L(F). If &<A and K=@+ for 
some p# A, then let K’ = t?,(p). 
For each Wi<k occurring in II which we want to exchange for WicX,, we focus 
on all locations in d where these disjuncts were introduced. These all have the 
form 
where d,, is the qth subderivation of d (let q = (yO, yi, . . . , y,,) where ‘yi <A), and 
W i<K vi is a subformula of some formula in II containing a disjunct marked for 
replacement. 
If Y = max{y,, yl, . . . , y,,, p(d)}, then by definition wit(d,,) E SP,(y + 1) fl K. 
However, y sh since for each ‘yi we must have yi <)LII/x\ or yi <ct deg(d). 
Therefore, wit(d,,) E SP,(h) fl K. By Claims 16, 17 or by the observation following 
Claim 17 in Section 2, we can conclude that wit(d,,) < K’. Thus, we may strengthen 
the conclusion of d,, to II’ + W i<K, cpi. Of course we replace each descendant of 
Wier ‘pi by WicKI cpi. Having done this for each Wi<, that we wish to replace, 
we call the resulting derivation d”. 
Clearly we’ve done nothing to affect Jdl, ct deg(d), or RUB deg(d) so we take 
these to be the same for d”. 
We can take cnt(G) = a@cnt(d,) relative to p(h) for every subderivation dg of 
d*. Thus, cnt(d*) = a $a relative to p(d). To prove this we need to show that 
#e E SP,+l(r + 1) for q, y, and a as above. It is easy to see that in each case this 
rests on showing that K’E SP,+r(y + 1). 
But in fact, we have: 
Claim. K’E SP,+,(p(d) + 1). 
Proof. Case 1: K’ = ~ = &(A). By assumption h <A and a, h ~SP,+r(p(d)+ 1). 
Since a <a + 1 we have 
g_(L) E SP,+,(p(d) + 1) by Definition 5. 
Case 2: K’ = 13x(@). By assumption we have h <A 
SP,+ ,(p(d) + 1). Clearly (Y E E(cl! + 1) by Definition 2. 
A E SP,+,(p(d) + l), so it follows from Definition 5 that 
and p E SPar(p(d) + 1) c 
From Case 1 we have 
&(p)~SP,+l(p(d)+l). 
Case 3: K’=&(P). a, pESP,(p(d)+l)cSP,+i(p(d)+l) and cr<cr+l, so 
r’&(~)~SP,+,(p(d)+ 1) by Definition 4. 0 
Clearly f3 is effectively computable. In fact, using Kleene’s primitive recursion 
theorem we can show that f3 is primitive recursive. finally, we observe that 
#d* E SP,(#d+l). 
Hence f3 E Cnt,(O). Cl 
Lemma 4. Let dk17 with K = RUB deg(d). Assume that ct deg(d)s K + 1 and 
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maxWh, PW+ K. Then we can construct a derivation d’k l7 with ct deg(d’) < K, 
RUB deg(d’) < K, Id’1 = O,(ldl), cnt(d’) = B,,(cnt(d)), and p(d’) = p(d). Furthermore, 
there is a controlled function f4 : #D, += #D, such that f4(#d) = #d’. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on Idl. We deal only with the two nontrivial 
cases. 
Case 1. Assume that the last step of d is by a RUB, rule. Thus, 
where 
Il= r+ W fi W *ijo 
K'<K i<y i<u’ 
d, satisfies our induction hypothesis, so we may replace it with d’, which now 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3. Using Lemma 3 we form 





d= r+ /x\ i-.y Wj~d &j 
r+ wKI<*. Ill i<y W j<K’ 4ij 
where the last step is by W,,,,-introduction. 
Clearly ct deg(d’), RUB deg(d’) < K. Observe that (di*( + 1 = &,(ld,l) + 1 s &,((d() 
showing that we can take ld’l= &((dl). Th t a we can take cnt(d’) = &,(cnt(d)) 
relative to p(d) follows from our induction hypothesis and Lemma 3. 
Case 2. Assume that the last step of d is cut ($), and (I/J\ = K. Thus, 
I 
4 4 
d= r+4 A+-+ 
r+A 
where Kl=T+A. 
By definition, I$\ = K implies that exactly one of Wicu or /XjicK appears in Ic, 
(and the other appears in --$I). Without loss of generality, we assume that Wi+ 
occurs in ~,II and so d, satisfies the induction hypothesis. We can form d’, I-T+ rl, as 
in the conclusion of Lemma 4, and then apply Lemma 3 to form (d;)* kr+ I,!/ 
where +!I’ is formed by replacing Wi+ with WICK. where K’ < K is as defined in 
Lemma 3. 
Next we weaken d2 to form &I-A + -qV where -r,!~’ is formed by replacing 
fii<, with fi i<K,, for K’ as above. This is accomplished simply by replacing all 
/X\i<k -introduction rules which occur in d, and introduce the /x\,<% symbol in 
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-+ by hi-+,-introduction rules. It’s easy to check that we can take \&\ = \dJ, 
RUB deg(&) relative to p(&) = max{p(d,), K’}. It should be clear that the 
number-theoretic function taking #& to #& is controlled. Now we can apply the 
induction hypothesis to (2, to form (d,)‘. 
Notice that if a1 = cnt(d,) and if &, is a subderivation of & with 
rl = (01,. . * > PJ and cnt@L,) = CQ,~, then by an argument similar to the one 
given in Lemma 3, we have K’E SP,,+,(p(d)+ 1) implies that #&,E 
SP,(max{p(d), PI,. . . , A)+ 1) where y,, = 00(~1)@&,(a2,,). Thus, we can take 
cnt(&,) = 7, relative to max{p(d), pl, . . . , 6,). By induction on n we can take 
cnt(&) = ~O(al)~~,(~,> relative to p(d). (Of course we already have cnt(dl,*) = 




dl A1 dz - ~ 
d,= r++ A-t-4, 
r+A 
Observe that 
(1) max{cnt(d’,*), cnt(&)} = max@&,) @ M4, e0(4 @ e,(4) + 1 
s %(a) 
where (Y = cnt(d). Similarly, we have 
(2) mc4ld’,*l, &l& e&4>. 
By induction, Lemma 3, and the argument of the last paragraph, we have shown 
that we can take cnt(d;*)= &,(a,)G9&,(a1) relative to p(d) and cnt(&)= 
~,(cz,>@f3,(a,) relative to p(d). Using these it is trivial to check that we can take 
cnt(d’) = &,(cnt(d)) relative to p(d). Again it should be clear that we have 
ct deg(d’), RUB deg(d’) < K. 
Finally, to see that f4 is controlled observe that Id’\, p(d’), #n, cnt(d’)E 
SP,(#d+l). Also, ct deg(d’), RUB deg(d’) E SP,(#d+l) since ct deg(d’), 
RUB deg(d’) < K <#d+l. Clearly all of these ordinals can be computed primitive 
recursively from #d except for ct deg(d’) and RUB deg(d’) which requires a 
recusion on Id\. Hence f4~CNT1(0). 0 
Lemma 5. Assume that dkfl, ct deg(d)<min{cnt(d), Id\}, and cnt(d), (dJ<A; 
then there is a derivation d+kIl such that ct deg(d’)=O, RUBdeg(d+)< 
maxM&, , p(d)), WI = f&(14), and cnt(d’) = e,(cnt(d)) relative to p(d) where 
a! = ct deg(d). Furthermore, there is a controlled function f5 : #D, + #D, such that 
fs(#d) = #d+. 
Proof. We use induction on \d( and (Y = ct deg(d). We only handle the hardest 
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case, namely when the last step of d is a cut rule: 
where IL = r+ A and (Y >max{lI&, (d)}. Two subcases emerge. 
Case 1. Assume a! E LOR. By induction on IdI we can form d: and d:. Let 
Clearly ct deg(& = II+!J~ < a since (4) $ LOR. Now we apply our induction 
hypothesis on (Y to d to get d+. 
Case 2. Assume CX$ LOR. We may assume that CY = ]+I or the result is easily 
obtained by induction on Id) as above. Form d’ using either Lemma 2 or Lemma 
4 (notice that d meets the requirements of Lemma 4). ct deg(d’) <a! so we may 
apply induction on Q! to d’ to form d’. 
Next we want to show that Id’l, cnt(d’), and p(d+) can be chosen as indicated 
in the statement of the lemma. That we can take Id’1 = e,(ldl) in the first case 
follows from the following claim. 
Proof of Claim. We are assuming (+,I < (Y, and of course 0, (Id I) + 1 < e,((d I) since 
IdiI<ldl. 
Observe that ~~(l~l)~~~Wl) = Id since (+l<a<ldl. So Pi$l+l>< 
e,(ldl). By Claim 7 we’re done. 
The non-trivial part of showing that we can take cnt(d+) = e,(cnt(d)) relative to 
p(d) in the first case comes in the following claim. 
Claim. Let /3 =cnt(d) relative to p(d). Then #d’ESPe,ts,(p(d)+ 1). 
Proof of Claim. a, p, IdI E SP,(p(d) + 1) so (Y, p, IdI E SP,,,,(p(d) + 1). Also, (Y E 
SP,(e,(p)) since p(d)+ lsa < O,(p) by assumption. Therefore, e,(p), e,(ldl)E 
SP,,,,(p(d) + 1) by definition. 
Our induction step on cy insures that RUB deg(d+) E SP,(p(d)+ 1) for y = 
~~,~(max{O,(~l), e,(&)}+ 1) where pi = cnt(dJ rel. p(4). But by a proof similar to 
the last claim, we can show that y =G e,(cnt(d)), thus RUB deg(d+), ct deg(d+) E 
SP,_(&p(d) + 1) proving our claim. 
In Case 2, if we let S = ct deg(d’), then by induction we can take Id’1 = e,(ld’() 
and cnt(d’) = e,(cnt(d’)) relative to p(d’) = p(d) where Id’1 = e,(ldl), and cnt(d’) = 
e,(cnt(d)). Thus we only need to show that $(O,([))~e,(&)) for E= IdJ or 
5 = cnt(d). 
Claim. e,(e,(ldl))se,(ldl). 
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Proof of Claim. Obviously &,(ldl) and 6 < CY. Observe PO-,(S) = 6 since 6 < cx < 
(dl, so again, by Claim 7 we are done. 
To see that fs is controlled, first observe that fs is computed by a double 
recursion on IdI and ct deg(d). Secondly, we show 
Claim. f5 E CNT, (0). 
Proof of Claim. We must show that #d’ E SPA (#d + 1). Clearly 0 = ct deg(d’) E 
SPA (#d+l) and since RUB deg(d+) <RUB deg(d) <#d we have that RUB 
deg(d’) E SP,(#d+l). 
Since Id\, cnt(d), ct deg(d)<#d, we have that Jdl, cnt(d), ct deg(d)E 
SP,(#d+l). If we let a= ct deg(d), then (Y E SP,(e,(cnt(d)) and Q! E SP,(8,()dl)) 
since (Y <min{ld(, cnt(d)}smin{8,((dJ), e,(cnt(d))}. Finally, a<ldl<A. Thus, 
8,(ld\), e,(cnt(d))c SP,(#d+l) by definition. This proves the claim and therefore 
finishes Lemma 5. q 
If d E D,, then RUB deg(d) < A. If ct deg(d) < A + o, as is the case for in- 
terpretations of RS+ derivations, then by applying Lemma 2 finitely often, and by 
applying Lemma 4 once we can produce a derivation d with ct deg(& <A and 
RUB deg(d) <A. At this point we can easily choose IdI, cnt(&>ct deg(&. thus 
the only stumbling block to being able to apply Lemma 5 to d is that we may have 
max{\dl, cnt(&}s A. However, if max{p(&, In\,}< A, and since ct deg(d) <A, 
then no conjuncts of length A can be introduced in d. Thus even if \ci\ sA, the 
‘actual size’ of d, viewed as an infinitary geometric tree, is less than A. Since 
cnt(d) is also a ranking function the same intuition applies to d. This suggests that 
it might be possible to re-label each subderivation of d with new rank and control 
ordinals below A. This is exactly the content of Lemma 6; we will ‘collapse’ the 
rank and control of suitable derivations below A. 
Lemma 6. Let d t-17. Assume that max{)l7\r;c\, ct deg(d), RUB deg(d), p(d)}<A, 
then we can construct a derivation al-n with RUB deg($=RUB deg(d), 
ct deg(d) = ct deg(d), Ial = @I, cnt(d) = cnt(d), and p(a) = p(d). Furthermore, there 
is a controlled function fs : #D, + #D, such that fs(#d) = #d (See Definition 12, 
Section 2 for the definition of (Y.) 
Proof. Structurally, d and d are identical. d is formed from d merely by 
relabeling each subderivation d, of d with a new rank (@& and control (cnt(d,,)). 
The proof of the lemma then only involves checking the correctness of these new 
labels. 
Set a = cnt(d), q = (y,,, yl, . . . , ‘y,,), and y = max{yO, yl, . . . ,3/n, p(d)}. By Claim 
13 of Section 2 we have: 
#d, &P,(r + 1). 
(the same proof works if we take a = cnt(d,,) and y = p(d,,), or if we take 
(Y = cnt(d), d, = d and y = p(d).) 
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By Claim 15 of Section 2 we have Id] > Id, 1 implies 
]d]=]Z]>]d,l=&]. 
Similarly we obtain 
cnt(d) > cnt(&). 
Clearly f6 is primitive recursive, and, since a! < LY, we have Z E SP,(a + 1) and so 
#deSP,(#d+l). Therefore f6E CNTl(0). Cl 
Defmition. eb’)(a) = e,(a), eg’ya) = e,(eb”‘(a)). 
Theorem 5 (Elimination Theorem). Let dl-II. Assume that max{]n]m, p(d)}<w, 
(i.e. g,,(O)), and ct deg(d) = A + (n - 1). Set IdI = (Y and cnt(d) = p relative to p(d), 
and assume that cq p < eAtl. Then we can construct a derivation dOI- such that 
ct deg(d’) = RUB deg(d’) = 0, and for some y <A, Ido1 = I~,(@“‘(cz)) and cnt(d’) = 
0,(&,“‘(p)) relative to p(d). Furthermore, there is a controlled function g :#D_-f 
#D, such that g(#d) = #do. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 2 n - 1 times to d, then apply Lemma 4 to obtain a new 
derivation, call it p. Since RUB deg(p), ct deg(p) <A we can collapse p to p using 
Lemma 6 and then apply Lemma 5 to obtain p’= do. ct deg(p+) = 0 and 
RUB deg(p’) Gmax{j&, p(d)}<u,. But for all d, RUB deg(d) 2 o1 if a RUB 
rule occurs in d, therefore RUB deg(p+) = 0. If we take y = ct deg(p) = ct deg(p), 
and notice that )p\ = @“‘(ldl) and cnt(p) = B$‘)(cnt(d)) relative to p(d), we can see 
that (p+I = &,(@“(a)) and cnt(p’) = &,(f&“‘(p)) relative to p(d). That the above 
choices for IF+], cnt($), and @‘) work follows from Lemma 5. 
Finally, take g =f50f60f40f$‘-1). g ~9 since 3 is closed under composition. 
Also #d,~SP~(#d+l) since #d,~#d, hence gECNT,(O). Cl 
6. Conclusion 
Given a code for a derivation in S of cp we can compute a code #d for a 
derivation in S, of q’. If cp is a sentence with no universal quantifiers, or, more 
generally, if all free variables and variables bound by universal quantifiers are 
restricted (say to L(o,)), then we have p(d), Iq’lr~\<o,_ In this case g(f(#d)) = 
#do codes a direct derivation of cp’ (i.e. a derivation without RUB,, TI,, or cut 
rules -each formula which occurs in do is a subformula of p’). By transfinite 
induction on Ido1 we can convert do into a partial truth definition of cp, from which 
we can derive p (see [ll] for more details). Thus, we manage to prove a restricted 
reflection principle for S. From this we can derive the consistency of S (take cp’ to 
be F). 
To carry out the above proof involves: (i) the transfinite induction on Ido\ 
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mentioned above, (ii) proving that f and g are total, and (iii) proving that d0 is 
direct. The proof of (ii) and (iii) are given by the lemmas of Section 5. Each of 
these lemmas involves nothing more than transfinite induction on IdI and ct deg(d) 
for various derivations d E D,, and some facts about 6. Since (d(, ct deg(d) E 6, 
and since 6 is primitive recursive, the above proof can be carried out in our 
metatheory. 
To obtain a bound on the provable well orderings of S we first prove an 
analogue of Lemma 5. 
Theorem 6. Assume d”tII is as in the conclusion of Theorem 5. Set 
max{p(d’), II&,}= fi <q. Then we construct a direct derivation d’l-II such that 
Id’\ <q, cnt(d’) = cnt(d’) + 1, and p(d’) = /3. 
Proof. Set cnt(d’) = (Y and let dz be an arbitrary subderivation of do with 
rl=(YolY1,-.-,%) and cnt(d$ = (Y,. We can assume that p(da= 
max{p(d,), yo, yl,. . . , y,,,} G p since do is direct. d1 is the same as do except we 
set I&,\ = f&<P>, cnt(d$ = q, + 1, and p(dg = p_ To show d’E D, we need the 
following claims. 
Claim 1. @J/3) EC9 
Proof. This follows from m =G p. By definition (Y,, E SP,(P + 1). Using Sub- 
claim 9A of Section 2 we can show ~(q.,) Co’, and therefore x)eP. Cl 
Claim 2. If v c q, then #dt E SP,+,(P + 1). 
Proof. By definition #dtE SP,+,(p + 1) so we only need to show (i) (ull + 1 E 
SP,+,(p + l), (ii) p + 1 E SP,+,(p + l), and (iii) e,(P) E SP,+,(P + 1). 
(i) and (ii) are immediate. To prove (iii) we note that c~,,, p E SP,+,(P + 1) and 
u c q implies a,, G cu, so (iii) follows by definition. 0 
Claim 3. If c G q, then Idi\ <Id:\. 
Proof. We must show 0,(p) < &J3). Since u 5 q we have 01, < s. Clearly 
p <e,.(p) so by Claim 10 of Section 2 we only need to show Po(a.,.,)<&&3). 
But a,, E Spa@ + 1) c_ SP,(Q(Ph so by Claim 6 of Section 2 we have 
PO(s) < e,(p). 
Of course cnt(di)<cnt(di). Finally we note that Id’\ = 0,(/3) co1 since P < 
Wl* Cl 
Now suppose that < is a primitive recursive well ordering of o which is 
definable in S. 
Definition. Pro&(x) abbreviates 
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Definition. TI,(x) abbreviates 
Pro&(x) + Vy E w (y E x). 
We can expand the language of S, to formulate the following rule: 
Deli&ion. Pro& : 
. . . r+jEx.. . 
r+iex 
all jc i. 
Set SL = S,+ Pro&. We can show: 
(i) Sf t (Pro&(x))‘. 
(ii) If SITI,( then Stt(TI,(x))’ and SO SLt-nr\ i~o i E x by a cut with (i). 
(iii) Theorems 5 and 6 can be extended to SL, so if S kTI,(x), then we can find 
a direct SL derivation d1 of nc\,,, i E x such that Id11 ~Qtl w,; 
Definition. Let I-C I= order type of -C (viewed as a well ordering of standard w). 
(iv) For d1 and -K as in (iii) we have ]-<l~]dl]. 
(The proofs of (iii) and (iv) can be found in [16].) 
If SkTI,(x), then (iv) establishes sup CJnw, (which we denote by 0,(O) for 
cx = g,,+,(O)) as a bound on 1~1. 
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